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Figure 1. Overview of the CircuitStyle interface. (A) Students sort steps of the tutorial; (B) Style authoring tool; (C) Instructor
interface for at-a-glance awareness of classroom performance; (D) Student in-situ tutorial interface with dismissible style guide.
ABSTRACT

Author Keywords

Instructors of hardware computing face many challenges
including maintaining awareness of student progress,
allocating their time adequately between lecturing and
helping individual students, and keeping students engaged
even while debugging problems. Based on formative
interviews with 5 electronics instructors, we found that
many circuit style behaviors could help novice users
prevent or efficiently debug common problems. Drawing
inspiration from the software engineering practice of coding
style, these circuit style behaviors consist of best-practices
and guidelines for implementing circuit prototypes that do
not interfere with the functionality of the circuit, but help a
circuit be more readable, less error-prone, and easier to
debug. To examine if these circuit style behaviors could be
peripherally enforced, aid an in-person instructor’s ability
to facilitate a workshop, and not monopolize instructor’s
attention, we developed CircuitStyle, a teaching aid for inperson hardware computing workshops. To evaluate the
effectiveness of our tool, we deployed our system in an inperson maker-space workshop. The instructor appreciated
CircuitStyle’s ability to provide a broad understanding of
the workshop’s progress and the potential for our system to
help instructors of various backgrounds better engage and
understand the needs of their classroom.

Software learning; real-time teaching assistance; hardware.
INTRODUCTION

In breadboard circuit prototyping, circuit style (akin to
coding style in programming) refers to a set of rules that
uniforms the appearance and construction process of a
breadboard circuit to make it readable, understandable, and
maintainable (Figure 2). Examples of good circuit style
behaviors include avoiding crossed wires while
prototyping, using as little wire as possible, and checking
the polarity of components before insertion. Practicing good
circuit style behaviors results in breadboard circuits that are
less error-prone, easier to debug, and easier to share.
Traditionally, breadboard circuit style has only been taught
in universities or colleges to students pursuing a degree in
electronics or related fields. However, increasingly, many
novice and untra*ined users, such as in maker communities,
are experimenting with breadboard prototyping on their
own to incorporate electronics into art projects. In addition,
the formal education backgrounds of high school
electronics teachers, maker instructors, and workshop
facilitators has also broadened beyond the traditional
background of electronic engineering [4]. Unfortunately,
the majority of tutorials and teaching materials available to
these new learners and instructors consists of lessons on
traditional electronics prototyping and focuses less
enforcing appropriate circuit styles [25].
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Given the increasing diversity and evolving needs of both
educators and novice users in the hardware computing
community, there is need for lightweight learning tools that
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support users from non-traditional backgrounds and
promote useful habits for electronic prototyping.

and better anticipate common errors their students may
encounter. In addition, workshop participants agreed that
the tutorial system was helpful for navigating the process of
circuit implementation and receiving circuit style reminders
was helpful for debugging their circuit.
The main contributions of this paper are: 1) insights into the
current challenges of teaching breadboard circuit style in
makerspace workshops; 2) a classroom management system
to help workshop instructors peripherally enforce circuit
style behaviors without interfering with participants’
learning of functional circuit construction or monopolizing
instructor’s attention; and 3) insights from a case study
investigating users’ initial impressions of the system’s
usability and usefulness. We discuss several insights for
future research in HCI to better support style behaviors for
electronics prototyping.

Figure 2: (A) Example of good circuit style: wires go around
ICs instead of over, components lay flat against board, etc. (B)
Example of poor circuit style: wires long and tangled,
components crammed together, etc.

RELATED WORK

This work builds upon existing research in the design of
classroom management and learning tools, circuit
prototyping tools, and insights from teaching coding styles.

Using a user-centered approach, we first conducted semistructured interviews with 5 instructors from various
backgrounds to understand the current practice of teaching
breadboard circuit style and any challenges the instructors
face. From these insights, we assessed the importance of
circuit styles and constructed a compiled list of common
physical computing best behaviors (Table 1), and weighed
the importance of the individual behaviors within this list of
circuit styles. Although the instructors agreed that enforcing
circuit style behaviors was an important aspect of an
electronics education, most instructors did not have the time
nor the ability to encourage and reinforce these behaviors
for student individually.

Classroom Management and Learning Tools

Several commercial products already exist which give an
instructor access to the activity of their students’ screens
(e.g., Softlink and NetSupport School). These systems make
the instructor aware of each student’s activity on the
computer and provide the instructor with coarse intervention
options, such as freezing a student’s input, or taking control
over their computer. Another class of tools in research also
provides general support for coordination in the classroom.
For example, GroupScribbles [19] extends the concept of
sticky notes to digital classroom media. FireFlies2 supports
cognitive offloading through the use of tangible pixel devices
distributed through the classroom [34]. In contrast to these
tools, our system provides contextual information about
students’ activity in a specific hardware skill being taught.
The idea is to help instructors with early detection of
potential problems, and to develop a series of robust “bestpractices” to prevent errors.

To address the challenges delineated by the instructors, we
created CircuitStyle, a workshop management tool to help
instructors construct hardware prototyping tutorials for inperson workshops, keep track of participant behavior, and
peripherally reinforce good circuit style behaviors without
monopolizing the instructor or participant’s attention
(Figure 1). Unlike other workshop or classroom
management tools, this paper focuses on the peripheral
applicability of circuit styles to follow-along in-person
workshop tutorials. We provide a list of circuit styles
extracted from literature and interviews with workshop
instructors. In addition, our system supports several features
which peripherally reinforce these styles for students. These
tools aim to encourage classroom engagement and offload
style reinforcement to the software and student interaction.

Closely relevant to our project is Maestro designed for inperson 3D modeling tutorials [15, 16] where the tutor sees a
dashboard displaying each learner’s editor and can assess
their progress. Our system takes inspiration from Maestro’s
approach, but examines a different and largely unexplored
domain: hardware prototyping. This alters the problem in
several key ways (1) monitoring student progress is difficult
because it requires knowledge of a physical object being
used by the student, and not a virtual environment or
system, (2) the system is meant to be used as a support
device that peripherally re-enforces good practices instead
of providing the principle means of learning the material,
and (3) support tools should ambiently aid the instructor,
and students, not monopolize their attention.

For our evaluation, we deployed our system to a
makerspace workshop-like environment and conducted a
field study to evaluate the effectiveness of our system. We
found that our system helped the instructor better engage
with their students by reducing the amount of attention
monopolized by tracking student progress and reminding
students of common behaviors. The instructor also
appreciated the tutorial authoring tool and its ability to
deepen the instructors understanding of the course material

Finally, a number of software learning systems have used
data from software logs to enhance software tutorials [18,
28], or provide improved help or capabilities within feature-
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rich software [6, 11, 15]. These projects, however, focus on
an individual learning or using the software on their own.
We are interested in exploring software systems that
support learning for hardware computing in group settings,
a topic that has only received limited attention [10, 20].

institution or project team can enhance team
communication, reduce program errors, and improve
overall code quality [1,13], developers and students do not
consistently follow such conventions [22].
Another class of tools assist in enforcing good coding
styles. For example, Foobaz is a tool that allows educators
to provide custom feedback to students on variable names
at scale [14]. Similarly, PeerStudio allows students to
receive feedback from fellow students, reducing wait-time
for help and improved learning [17]. Style Avatar visualizes
student’s source code style as facial expressions to
peripherally reinforce programming concepts [23].
AutoStyle is a research system that provides automated,
adaptive style hints which suggest syntax shortcuts and
code skeletons that enforce good coding style [7].

Circuit Prototyping Tools

Prior work has shown that novice users face substantial
difficulty in designing and building physical computing
systems [4, 25]. Some challenges include choosing correct
components, wiring components together, programming
logic, specifying variable nomenclature, and debugging.
Several research systems have been developed to address
these challenges. For example, Toastboard [9] is an
intelligent breadboard that assists novices with debugging
through LED indicators on the board itself, and a software
interface that provides troubleshooting tips. Bifröst [24]
instruments both the hardware and software components of
embedded computing projects to help users trace the system
state and assists in debugging. Trigger-Action Circuits [2]
enables users to specify desired functionality at a behavioral
level, and generates designs and corresponding instructions
for assembling them. PICL [12] allow users to create
sensor-based interactive systems using “programming by
demonstration” (i.e. using demos to view actions and
modifying them for use). Other systems teach fundamental
concepts of circuit design, and programming. For example,
Programmable Bricks [30] allows children to develop
electronic hardware using LEGO bricks embedded with
computers, sensors, and actuators. ElectroTutor approaches
this problem by integrating interactivity into traditional
step-by-step tutorials for hardware prototyping on the
Arduino [35]. Finally, a number of systems have been
developed that aid in sensing the state of the electronics
components in embedded systems [9, 33, 36], data which
could aid in debugging and troubleshooting.

The above systems show that enforcing various aspects of
good coding style can improve readability, portability, and
maintainability of code while reducing the rate of error.
This early experience of reading quality code and
experiencing less frustration while debugging is especially
crucial for novice users [22]. To better understand if this
style behavior could be equally useful within the domain of
physical computing, we considered the design space of how
style suggestions could be integrated peripherally into
circuit prototype training in a group setting.
FORMATIVE STUDY AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Based on the above literature review, our first goal was to
understand instructors’ current use of hardware computing
style protocols when teaching novice users.
Procedure

We devised a semi-structured interview protocol and
recruited 5 instructors who taught electronics prototyping at
various institutions including formal primary education
classrooms, makerspace workshops, and higher education.
We examined common teaching tools used, difficulties
instructors faced when facilitating in-person circuit
tutorials, and common style behaviors they repeatedly
reinforced to their students. We also presented the
instructors with a list of potential stylistic choices for
hardware computing and asked the instructors to rank their
importance on a 7-point Likert scale (Table 1).

Unlike the systems focused on developing novel hardware
and sensing techniques or improving individual instruction,
our work examines how circuit style practices can be
communicated to novices and reinforced peripherally. We
use the metaphor of software coding style as inspiration for
developing our system. We also examine this problem from
the instructor’s perspective and our approach supplements
the in-person mentorship provided by an instructor.

Participants

The instructors in our study had a variety of backgrounds
including Visual Art, Physics, Electrical Engineering, and
English. Some had very little experience in teaching
hardware computing before they were asked to begin
conducting tutorials on circuit prototyping. This was very
surprising to us, so we asked the instructors to elaborate

Teaching Coding Style

Evidence in the literature suggests that effectively teaching
and enforcing coding style in programming (e.g.,
indentation, whitespace, naming conventions, etc.)
significantly mitigates the number of bugs in a
programmer’s code, preemptively prevent programmers
from making common errors, and promotes the readability
of the code [3]. Although coding style has little effect on
the program’s behavior, it does have a significant influence
on sustainability and readability for developers [5,26]. The
choice of coding style is largely a matter of developer
preference and evolves from their programming experience
[27]. Although compliance with coding standards across an

further how they learned the material they taught in their
workshops or classes. They reported that often they learned
the material while preparing for their lecture, often
completing the circuit themselves the night before class. In
this way, some of the instructors learned some of the
material in tandem with their students.
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Circuit Styles
Ensure component's polarity is correct before
insertion (e.g. batteries, LEDs)
Avoid changing components on a breadboard
whenever the board is powered.
Measure the component's value (resistance/
capacitance/ inductance) before insertion.
Check IC part number before insertion.
Build and test in subsections.
Begin by placing the ICs first. Then connect
relevant components which directly reach out from
the IC pins.
Always check the whole circuit and connect the
power supply to the circuit last
Verify the power supply voltages and input signals
with an oscilloscope or voltmeter.
Use the power rails to connect power supply.
Push the component down firmly until it cannot go
any further.
Avoid laying wires or components over ICs.
Use as little wire as possible.
Ensure wires/components are trimmed to lay flat
against the breadboard.
Don’t insert two pins of different components or
two wires into the same socket.
Keep pin 1 of all IC's pointing the same direction.
If more than one IC is involved, make sure they
are separated by several rows.
Avoid placing two components with long legs
close to each other.
Run a circuit simulation before building.
Understand the breadboard connection (Watch out
for split power rails) before you start.
Color code the wires of your circuit (e.g., red for
power, black for ground).
Carefully check the component's row and column
number before inserting into board.
Avoid cramming components into compact areas;
use the whole breadboard space uniformly.
Keep the relative position of components as
similar to the diagram as possible..
Avoid crossing wires.
Begin by connecting power and ground rails.
Bend each wire at 90°.
Use software to plan the breadboard circuit first.
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(1-7)

prototyping. For example, almost all of the instructors
repeatedly reminded students to complete the implementation
of their circuits before powering their system. Instructors
varied significantly in their severity rankings for the
compiled list of circuit style rankings (summarized in Table
1). Some argued, for example, that it was extremely
important for students to consistently color code their wires,
while others insisted this was not necessary.

7.00 (σ=0.00)
6.88 (σ=0.22)
6.63 (σ=0.41)
6.50 (σ=0.61)
6.50 (σ=0.87)

We also found that instructor’s attention was significantly
strained during lectures, and as a result of this, enforcing
these stylistic behaviors or other best practices is difficult:

6.38 (σ=0.54)
6.25 (σ=1.30)

[P4] It’s frustrating…when you just told the entire class [to check
the polarity of their components] and then you immediately get a
question from one student about why [their circuit] isn’t
working…and then the same questions from another student…only
to discover that they didn’t check the polarity of the resistors.

6.13 (σ=0.54)
6.13 (σ=0.74)
5.88 (σ=0.74)
5.88 (σ=1.14)
5.63 (σ=0.96)

This frustration reflects the exhausting demands placed
upon the instructor to reinforce these practices in addition
to facilitating the class. A reinforcement system that assists
the instructor in peripherally supporting these style
behaviors could potentially alleviate the instructor’s burden
while assisting new students in developing good
implementation stylistic practices.

5.50 (σ=1.06)
5.50 (σ=2.06)
5.38 (σ=1.47)
5.25 (σ=1.03)
5.00 (σ=1.46)
4.50 (σ=1.12)

Design Considerations

Based upon our literature review and our interviews, we
synthesized the following criteria for designing a new
system that reinforces circuit style practices.

4.50 (σ=1.50)
4.50 (σ=1.80)

Glance-able awareness of student’s progress. Since an
instructor’s attention may be monopolized by lecturing and
assisting individual students, she should be able to monitor
a student’s progress throughout the duration of a workshop
in a quickly-digestible manner. An instructor should
preemptively identify and prevent common errors students
may encounter without compromising with their focus.

4.13 (σ=1.75)
3.88 (σ=1.88)
3.75
3.38
3.25
3.00
2.63

(σ=1.89)
(σ=1.85)
(σ=1.79)
(σ=2.03)
(σ=1.71)

Table 1. Compiled list of circuit styles aggregated from
instructor interviews with average importance score associated
with each style.
Results

Most of the instructors agreed that circuit style behaviors
were important to learn, but difficult to teach because they
required repeated reinforcement. Most of the instructors, for
example, mentioned the need to repeatedly remind students
to check the polarity of various components before inserting
the component into their breadboard, or to use a multimeter
to ensure their component is working properly. The
interviewed instructors agreed that enforcing these
behaviors was important, but doing so in a workshop setting
required considerable time and attention.

Supplement, not replace, an in-person instructor.
Although log data can be useful in enforcing good style
practices, this approach cannot capture the nuanced
understanding of individual student skills and motivations
like an in-person instructor. A style enforcement tool
should allow the instructor to decide which stylistic choices
should be enforced, as well as when and how these style
choices will be enforced.
Reinforced Mastery. Since many instructors do not have
formal training or expertise in electronics prototyping and
circuit styles, these instructors should be able to reinforce
their own knowledge and mastery of styles. This design
consideration is intended to allow instructors to find as
many mistakes as possible in order to prevent these same
mistakes in their student’s work.
Ambient Nature. To prevent distraction from the main task,
a style reinforcement tool should be displayed ambiently.
This can reduce the time-cost and required user interaction
to access the help content and not add any cost when not
using the guidance system (i.e., it can be easily dismissed).

We also found that most instructors had directly taught their
students some of the stylistic protocols we identified through
our literature review, even though they had not previously
been aware of the concept of “style choices” for circuit
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To minimize distraction, user should be rarely interrupted.

various styles [22, 29]. In addition, instructors can upload
photographs of good and bad implementations of the style
which has been demonstrated to better engage students and
assist in students being able to distinguish between good
and bad circuit style implementation [22, 31]. Instructors
can choose between validating their circuit styles through
either a quiz or a student-driven peer review depending on
which method they feel better evaluates that particular style
[14]. Default style choices were compiled from our
formative instructor interviews and aggregated according to
their severity rankings. (e.g. wire color coding, connecting
ground and power rails, etc.) These default styles are also
editable by the instructor according to their needs.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CIRCUITSTYLE

To address the above design considerations, we
implemented CircuitStyle, a web-based tool to reinforce
good circuit styles without monopolizing the student or
teacher’s attention. CircuitStyle allows instructors to author
circuit tutorials and use the classroom management feature
for live instruction, and a student interface for following
tutorials and carrying out peer reviews.
Tutorial Authoring Tool

CircuitStyle first allows instructors to interactively compose
a step-by-step tutorial for students to follow (Figure 3). In
addition, an instructor can assign circuit style behavior
guidelines to individual steps in the tutorial, and decide how
these behaviors will be evaluated.

Figure 3: Overview of tutorial authoring; (A) Instructors can
preview their uploaded circuit diagram; (B) Multiple photos
can be uploaded to create a slide show; (C) Instructor can
input additional instructions and step details.

Figure 4: Style Authoring Tool; (A) New styles can be created
or default styles can be modified; (B) Styles verified using
either quiz or peer review; (C) Description of proper style
implementation; (D) Style details; (E) Photo examples of both
good and poor style implementation can be uploaded.

Integration with Existing Tools: The instructors are first
asked to indicate which circuit they would like to build.
Many of the instructors that we interviewed suggested that
their tutorials were often taken from websites such as
Sparkfun or generated using the open source Fritzing
software. To accommodate this, we allowed instructors to
upload a csv file containing the steps of their tutorial
generated by Fritzing. This also includes uploading a
picture of the completed circuit for student reference.

Subsection Authoring and Scalability of Tutorial
Complexity: Next we ask the instructor to organize the
steps of their tutorial into subsections since we observed
that this was done mostly manually by instructors. This step
helps the overall organizational flow of the workshop,
especially when working on larger, more complicated
circuits. We designed this feature to help streamline this
process and help scale workshops to larger circuits.
The instructors then step through the tutorial themselves
and assign behaviors to each step. Since instructors may
come from a variety of backgrounds, many of them may
need to complete the tutorial themselves to fully understand
the material. Our system accounts for this by encouraging
tutorial authors to photograph their own circuit after each
completed step. This is optional and can be replaced by
images from Fritzing or other software. We encourage
instructors to participate in this aspect of the tutorial
authoring system, as mistakes made by the instructor could
prove useful in preventing the same mistakes being
replicated by students. The purpose of this step is to
reinforce the instructor’s understanding of the material and
allow the instructor to teach a representational sample of
coding styles to better familiarize students with good style
habits [22]. In addition, this allows instructors to automate

Style Authoring Tool and Default Styles: Our formative
study showed that the breadth and importance of certain
style choices varied greatly from instructor-to-instructor. To
account for this, the second step of our authoring tool
allows instructors to create their own style behaviors, or
modify a list of default stylistic choices (Figure 4). Previous
work indicated that coding styles are most effective when
consistent across a project or organization, and malleable
according to the instructor’s needs [1, 13, 21]. Thus,
allowing the instructors to modify the stylistic choices from
project to project provides the flexibility instructors desire
with the consistency students need.
Each circuit style (Figure 5) contains information pertaining
to the proper implementation of the style, and indicates the
level of severity which can adjust student’s attenuation to
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the style reinforcement process by scheduling trigger events
that reinforce circuit style behaviors [32]. By completing
the circuit themselves instructors may be better aware of
which stylistic behaviors could prevent common mistakes.
Interactive Live Tutorials for Students

The student interface consists of a web application in
tandem with a mobile phone application for live workshops.
Our goal was to peripherally reinforce good circuit style
behaviors in hardware computing for students without
monopolizing too much student or instructor attention.
Step Sorting: Once the instructor has completed authoring
their tutorial, students can log into the phone application
and web interface. Once logged-in, students are presented
with an overview of the tutorial (Figure 1A). Many of our
interviewed instructors expressed frustration with ensuring
student engagement and attention when overviewing the
circuit. To account for this, students are met with an image
of the finished circuit, accompanied by a randomized
sorting of the tutorial steps. Students are asked to sort the
steps into the correct order before continuing. This
peripherally reinforces common wiring procedure steps, as
well as ensuring that students pay attention to the instructor
as they walk students through the circuit.

Figure 5: Style card from left of student tutorial screen in
Figure 1D; (A) Expand/collapse style guide button; (B)
Overview of style information and proper implementation; (C)
Background color corresponded with severity level; (D)
Photograph examples of both good and poor style execution.

Step-by-Step Tutorial and Style Guide: Students are next
guided through the construction of the circuit step-by-step
as authored previously by the instructor (Figure 1D). The
left expandable panel contains information regarding the
particular style behavior indicated by the instructor during
tutorial authoring for that step (Figure 5). This includes a
detailed description of the style, and photos contrasting
good and bad examples of the style behavior. Having access
to style references has been documented in the literature as
an effective and commonly-used method for incorporating
style behaviors into programming since it mitigates the
amount of memorization demanded by the student [31]. For
this reason, we have included this feature here to facilitate a
similar reference experience for hardware computing.

The number of circuits a student is asked to review at the
end of each section depends on how many students are in
the class, and how many styles the instructor designated for
examination during tutorial authoring. This aims to
reinforce the student’s understanding of the peripheral style
materials, mitigate potential errors, and reduce the amount
of attention needed by the instructor. In addition, this
practice is intended to encourage students to identify good
circuit style behaviors, which has been demonstrated in the
coding style literature to be an essential skill for developing
good style behaviors [31]. After the student’s peer review is
completed by their fellow students, a Style Reminder
slides-in from the top right hand corner indicating which
styles the student performed well and possible violations.

Peer Review: To mitigate the amount of attention
demanded by the instructor when evaluating these stylistic
behaviors, we designed a peer evaluation system to allow
students to review each other’s work and provide feedback
(Figure 6). This experience is akin to the coding style
review process in the software engineering industry, and
has demonstrated effectiveness at engaging students to
learn through example and practice [22].

Style Reminder: After the peer review phase, students will
receive feedback in the top right corner slide-out window
which describes which styles they successfully performed and
which they may have missed. A collapsible style guide directs
the students to review any styles they may have missed, or
performed poorly during their last peer review. The style
reminder feature works in tandem with the collapsible style
guide and the peer review system to reinforce good style.

At the end of each section, students are asked to photograph
their circuit. We chose to conduct the peer review process
during section breaks to mitigate the participant’s cognitive
load that may result from code switching. Students are then
presented with photos of other student’s work, and asked if
a particular style is evident in the photograph. Students can
choose between “yes”, “no”, and “I don’t know” in addition
to leaving a comment (Figure 6). Encouraging peer-to-peer
and peer-to-instructor interaction has been shown to be an
effective reinforcement technique for coding styles [21].

Student Progress Observational Interface

During live workshops and tutorials, we provide an
interface for instructors to gauge workshop behavior and
progress at-a-glance (Figure 1C). Our goal in the design of
this system was to support the instructor by providing
essential information on student performance, while not
monopolizing instructor attention. This consists of 3
principle components described below.
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Student Submissions: The center of the screen can be
button-toggled to either reflect information regarding a
specific step, or view student’s most recent submissions for
peer review (Figure 1C). The tutorial view allows the
instructor to view the information pertaining to any
particular tutorial step, including instructions and
photographs related. By pressing the toggle button, the
student submission window displays the most recently
submitted student photos for peer review, as well as the
student’s name, and a pie chart reflecting their successful
performance of circuit style behaviors as evaluated by peerreviews and quizzes (Figure 8A).
This is intended to provide awareness of each students past
behavior history, current status [8]. The screen also allows
instructors to provide positive feedback to students in the
form of a thumbs-up, direct intervention in the form of
freezing the student’s screen, constructive feedback via
comments, as well as mitigate various issues regarding the
peer review process such as contested reviews (Figure 8C).
We designed this feature to encourage individualized
feedback that complements the automated triggered
feedback of quizzes and peer review [17, 22, 32].

Figure 6: The Peer Review Interface; (A) Name of particular
circuit style to be evaluated; (B) Photograph example of good
style implementation; (C) Photograph submitted by fellow
student to be reviewed; (D) Student feedback options.

Tutorial Progress: The right hand panel contains an
expandable hierarchy of the steps and sections in the
tutorial as authored previously by the instructor (Figure 7).
Next to each step is a number indicating how many students
are currently completing that step of the tutorial.
In addition, tutorial steps and sections are color coded
according to the following scheme: grey indicates that no
students are currently working on this step, red indicates
that very few (<0.25) are currently working on this step,
and green indicates that the majority of students are
currently working on this step (>.50). This color scheme
was designed to allow instructors to momentarily glance at
the screen, and have an understanding of the class’s overall
progress through the tutorial [8].

Figure 8: Detail of intervention methods from Instructors insitu tutorial screen in Figure 1C; (A) Student information and
latest photo submitted as part of peer review; (B) Pie chart
reflecting student's successful performance of circuit styles;
(C) Intervention methods (e.g., thumbs-up, direct messaging)

Behavior Performance: The bottom panel contains a series
of pie charts (Bottom of Figure 1C) showing student
stylistic behavioral performance (the green indicates the
proportion of students who successfully completed that
stylistic behavior during the previous peer-review). These
charts are sorted from worst-performing behavior to bestperforming behavior, allowing the instructor to gauge
which behaviors might need to be further reviewed.
Providing awareness of overall classroom performance is
necessary to understanding areas of needed reinforcement
and direct intervention [22].
USING CIRCUITSTYLE IN PRACTICE: A CASE STUDY

We deployed CircuitStyle in a workshop setting to
investigate whether circuit style behaviors could be
peripherally enforced by our system and to gather users’
initial impressions of the system’s usability and usefulness.

Figure 7: Collapsible step hierarchy from Instructor's in-situ
tutorial screen in Figure 1C. Steps are color coded according
to density of students currently completing that step.
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Procedure

Facilitator Impressions

We recruited 11 students for a 90-minute instructor-led
electronic prototyping workshop where students were asked
to create a circuit and used CircuitStyle for assistance. The
instructor was asked to construct a typical makerspace
circuit tutorial using our interactive authoring tool. We
asked the instructor to narrate their experience using our
tool as they proceeded with the tutorial composition process
using our software. The resulting circuit tutorial guided
students through the creation of a button-activated, battery
powered motor circuit. The instructor was given a brief
overview of our software before construction their tutorial.
Students were then brought into the workshop area and
asked to complete a brief preliminary questionnaire
regarding their previous experience with electronics and
awareness of coding style practices, as well as circuit style
behaviors. Next, the students were instructed to log into our
web application and phone application and guided by the
instructor and software to complete the tutorial. We also
recorded video of student progress which helped us extract
various quantitative measurements of student performance.

In this section, we revisit our design goals presented earlier
in context of feedback provided by the workshop instructor.
Glance-able awareness of student’s progress: The
instructor overall appreciated CircuitStyle’s assistance in
keeping track of the overall progress of the class. In
particular, he emphasized the utility of the automatic
indication of which students had completed which steps. He
highlighted that the visual nature of many UI elements
helped mitigate the amount of attention he had to attenuate
to the system. For example, he found the color coding of
individual steps to be intuitive and helpful:
It was useful to see where people were in the steps… the color
coding was helpful because it let me know where they were getting
stuck without having to look too hard.

The instructor reported that usually with step-by-step
tutorials, he had little information on how students were
progressing in the project. He was enthusiastic about the
follow-along detection feature in CircuitStyle that allowed
him to see the most recent photo of the student’s circuit:

Upon completion of their circuit, students were asked to
complete an exit questionnaire and interview. We also
conducted an exit interview with the instructor to better
understand their experience with our system.

I’m a visual person so I liked seeing the individual circuits…this
was the most helpful aspect for me because I could immediately see
how the students were doing…was really helpful to keep track of
where they might get stuck.

In a traditional workshop environment, the instructor would
spend a lot of time walking around to see how students
were performing. With CircuitStyle, he could spend more
time actually helping the struggling students:

Study Participants

Our workshop was led by an experienced maker-space
workshop leader who also authored the tutorial and guided
the workshop. He was recruited from another university due
to his extensive experience and interests in conducting
mentorship practices in makerspaces and running
workshops in hardware computing. His formal education
consisted of film studies although he now is pursing a
doctorate in computer science and business. The 11
workshop participants (2 females, 8 males, 1 non-binary)
ranged in age from 20 – 29 and possessed some familiarity
with electronics. But most participants (63%) did not have a
formal background in electronics, even if their current work
involved prototyping with electronics. The majority of
participants (45%) were studying software engineering or
computer science related disciplines while others were
concentrating in electrical engineering (27%), music (19%),
or design (9%). While almost all (91%) of our participants
were familiar with programming coding styles, only 36%
were familiar with circuit styles. Those that were familiar,
indicated that they had learned these behaviors from
instructors or by learning on their own. None of the
participants were involved with this project’s research in
any capacity beyond participating in the study.

[With CircuitStyle]…I could hone in on a few students and help
them as opposed to walking around to find out who was struggling.

He also expressed appreciation at our positive reenforcement tools, such as the ability to give a student’s
most recent submission a “thumbs-up” or send a quick note.
He indicated that novice students often are unsure if they
completed a step correctly, and this allowed him to provide
positive re-enforcement of good work.
Supplement, not replace, an in-person instructor’s
capabilities: In terms of supplementing in-person instructor
capabilities, we were surprised to find that the instructor
expressed an increase in their engagement with the class. In
interacting with our behavior performance feature, he
mentioned that although it was a secondary task to examine
the pie charts at the bottom of the screen, it was helpful to
see if one particular style was severely being missed:
I liked that it showed me potential challenges students might
face…because they weren’t following the style guide…and seeing
individual student circuits told me who needed help.

Key Findings from the Workshop

Despite the instructor’s enthusiasm for our system, he
indicated that the system might be even more helpful for
students in larger workshops. In our workshop, we noticed
that if a student encountered a problem, they would usually
ask their immediate neighbor for assistance in debugging the
problem and not always rely on the peer review. Examining
the usefulness of this feature in learning contexts where one-

We found that students overall enjoyed the workshop and
that the instructor found the tool useful for planning their
lesson as well as surveying the performance of the
workshop. We discuss our key results by first focusing on
the facilitator impressions followed by student feedback.
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to-one interaction may be more difficult for students and
instructors is a key area for future investigations.

(in particular, those with little to no background in
electronics) found this step to be particularly confusing (See
Figure 9). Our main motivation for creating the sortordering task was to make it easier for instructors to tell
their students to complete their circuits in a proper order
(e.g., inserting ICs first and powering the circuit last).
Although somewhat useful, our results showed that novice
students found this sort-ordered task to be confusing.

Reinforced Mastery: We asked the instructor to comment
on the interactive authoring tool and its ability to help
clarify the instructor’s understanding of the material.
Overall, he found the step-by-step nature of the authoring
tool helpful and appreciated the ease of finding potential
pitfalls that students might encounter, and how adhering to
a specific style may prevent those errors:
I noticed that students might not wire their ground and power on
the same rail…which was good, because connecting the rails with
a wire is a good thing to do.

The instructor also mentioned how helpful it was to lay out
and design a specific tutorial and learn from their own
mistakes in implementing the project before the student:
It was nice because I had time to prepare and it was much more
defined…less things can go wrong this way and if things do go
wrong, I can spend less time debugging it.

He also suggested that adding features to allow note-taking
at various levels might be helpful as well. Both while
prepping the tutorial and while facilitating the workshop,
the instructor mentioned that they took copious notes which
became unwieldy to organize according to step, section, and
overall workshop activity.

Figure 9: Likert scale responses for CircuitStyle case study.

Onscreen tutorial: Overall, students were enthusiastic
about following along with the instructor’s pre-written
tutorial. Many participants expressed that this was their
favorite aspect of the system. We also noticed that having
both written instruction and a picture was helpful. Some
participants reported relying more heavily on the image
than the text, and vice versa. One student initially ignored
the tutorial and style guide altogether because they were
confident in their abilities, but struggled later to complete
the circuit and eventually found several missed steps.

Ambient Nature: A key concern of this project was to not
monopolize or further strain the instructor’s attention with
our system. The instructor expressed appreciation of the
peer-review system’s ability to enforce these behaviors
without relying on persistent instructor intervention:
I didn’t have to worry about identifying who was struggling… was
good because I knew who needed help from my screen and could
go straight to them.

Onscreen style guide: Participants were enthusiastic about
the onscreen style guide, noting that it helped keep their
circuit tidy and organized. Most students, even those with
electrical engineering training, referenced the style guide
while constructing their circuit and found it helpful:

In addition, the instructor expressed that the overall UI
reduced the burden of enforcing good circuit
implementation practices by peripherally encouraging these
behaviors with our system.

[P8] It was good because most of these things I learned by making
mistakes...some of [the styles] I learned before and it was a nice
review, but some I had not learned yet.

Student Feedback

All students were able to successfully complete the circuit
well within the allotted 90 minutes. The average completion
time of the total circuit tutorial was 41min 16s (9min 14s
SD). Only 3/11 students who used the style guide and
followed the step-by-step tutorial system required
additional assistance from the TAs outside of the
instructor’s lecture. Questionnaire feedback indicated that
students were overall enthusiastic about the workshop,
rating their enjoyment an average of 4.1 out of 5. Figure 9
shows a summary of students’ responses to individual
components of the interface on a standard 5 point Likert
scale based on the following criteria, i) Helpful, ii)
Distracting, iii) Confusing, iv) Difficult, and v) Engaging.

Many novice users also indicated that the style guide helped
them feel more secure in their circuit and reassured that
they were progressing through the tutorial adequately.
Performing Peer Review: In an attempt to minimize the
attention needed by the instructor to reinforce style
behaviors, we required the students to perform peer review.
Students overall reported that performing peer review
helped reinforce their understanding of the material, but
wondered if it was useful in such a small class:
[P4]…it was useful to see how others were doing…but I think this
might be more useful in a larger class…it might also be difficult
with more complicated circuits since you won’t really be able to see
[the style] from a picture.

Sorting step: We asked students if the sorting step was
helpful for reinforcing their understanding of proper
procedure. Overall, our results indicate that many students
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Novice users also reported feeling insecure about the
helpfulness of their comments to other students. While
participants with formal training in hardware computing
found providing feedback to be an intuitive process, novice
users were unsure if their input was helpful:

Accounting for Varying Skill Levels

Some students also expressed insecurity in their ability to
provide useful feedback to their fellow students,
particularly if the student was a complete novice user. We
could account for this by calibrating our system prior to the
workshop with user background information, and establish
a “virtual mentoring” system by encouraging more
experienced users to provide feedback to less experienced
users. Finally, our system requires the instructor to author a
step-by-step tutorial for the students, and thus our current
system is only reliable for follow-along workshops.
Evaluating our system’s usability in free-form workshop
environments is a principle area of future work.

[P2] I wasn’t sure if my comments were helpful since I didn’t have
much experience working with circuits…I might say something
wrong.

Although students have an option to select “I don’t know”
and are not obligated to leave a comment, students may feel
obligated to provide more input than required.
Receiving Peer Review Feedback: Participants overall
appreciated receiving a peer reviewed report, but felt that
the current system did not provide enough feedback. Our
current method of delivering feedback to students involves
a small scroll-in window in the top right-hand corner of the
screen to make it as unobstructed as possible. However,
many students reported looking for further information on
their performance and not being able to locate it.

Alternative Workshop Structures

Although our system proved sufficient for pre-structured
tutorials, not all workshops employ follow-along instruction
methods for teaching hardware computing. Since instructor
and student activity in these free-form workshops differs
significantly, additional design considerations must be
accounted for employing our system in this domain.
Additionally, deploying our system in alternative workshop
settings such as formal education classrooms could provide
insight into the versatility and longevity of our system.
Identifying, adapting, and evaluating our system for such
workshop structures is a key area for further investigation.

Receiving Circuit Style Reminders: We also asked
participating students to evaluate our style reminder system
and found that this feature helped students identify potential
problem areas while debugging:
[P5] I had trouble getting my circuit to work at the end but
remember that one [style reminder] said that I hadn’t connected
my ground rails…it was great. I knew where to debug and get it
working.

AR-based Approaches

Incorporating additional input modalities and interaction
techniques could further mitigate some of the attention
demands of the system. Incorporating AR into our system
could provide additional methods of communicating and
peripherally reinforcing circuit style and tutorial material to
students, as well as further aiding the instructor in
facilitating the activity of the workshop. Additionally, this
interaction modality could encourage physical activity and
peer interaction during the workshop which could be
particularly useful during peer review.

DISCUSSION

We have contributed the design of CircuitStyle, a tool for
peripherally reinforcing circuit style behaviors for in-person
workshop tutorials. We have also demonstrated the value of
techniques which assist instructors in facilitating workshop
activity, as well as laid the preliminary work for exploring the
applicability of circuit style behaviors to improving hardware
computing education. Although we only examined
CircuitStyle’s utility in a single small workshop setting, a
more in-depth investigation into how this tool impacts
instructor and students’ experience at a large scale can
provide additional useful insights. In this section, we discuss
some limitations and avenues for future work.

CONLCUSION

This work provided initial validation for the applicability of
circuit styles in follow-along tutorials as well as supported
the notion that circuit style behaviors could be peripherally
reinforced. Our prototype system and case study evaluated
a series of techniques that aide instructors in authoring
tutorials, facilitating workshop activity, maintaining
awareness of class progress, and reinforcing good circuit
prototyping practices without monopolizing instructor
attention. Our work lays the foundation for architecting a
future where instructors collaboratively share the
experience of teaching with a trusted system, allowing the
instructor to fully focus on enjoying the mentoring of their
students. More broadly, our work calls for more HCI
research in the domain of hardware computing to better
support the growing number of novice and untrained users.

Scaling Peer-Review Features

When asked to complete peer review, several students
asked their neighbors to evaluate if the work had been done
correctly. This was unexpected, and a practice that could be
encouraged by a differently configured peer review system.
In future work, it would also be useful to understand the
performance of our current system at a larger scale
workshop. Similarly, our peer review system may prove
difficult to scale for more complicated circuits since
identifying style behaviors from a single photograph of a
complex circuit may be challenging, especially for new
users. This issue could also possibly be alleviated by
encouraging in-person peer evaluations as opposed to
virtual peer evaluations.
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